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November 5, 2016

Are You Prepared for the Next Emergency Event in one of your
Facilities?
Many of our customers have been dealing with poor performance from their existing fire alarm systems
and have asked us if we could replace, test, inspect, or service these systems. We are now proud to
announce that this past year CMI reached an agreement with Siemens to be the exclusive SIEMENS
DESIGO Fire dealer for the state. We have made the required investments and are now prepared to offer
you the same services that you’ve come to expect from CMI on your fire alarm systems.

Reliable fire protection with DESIGO
At the core of every fire safety concept is a reliable fire
protection system. If fires are detected when they start,
chances are much higher that people, assets, and
buildings are safe.
Desigo Fire Safety is a fast and highly reliable fire
protection system. Its S-LINE detectors with our unique
ASAtechnology™ (Advanced Signal Analysis) detect fires
as early as possible. They are also immune to deceptive
phenomena, meaning they will not trigger a false alarm.
These detectors are so reliable that we even give you a
No False Alarm Guarantee. This means that in the
unlikely event an S-LINE detector should trigger a false
alarm, we’ll pay for the fire call. The compact and
scalable fire and emergency communication systems
have industry-leading features such as hi-fi speakers and CD-quality sampling rate. All necessary components
fit into a single enclosure, reducing the required wall space and making more efficient use of power resources.
The concentrated components and remote diagnostics also save in installation costs and service time.
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